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3. On Minimum and Maximum; on Bodies and Minds1 Aiii5
[Nov. 1672-Jan. 1673]2 

97 There is no minimum, or indivisible,3 in space and body.4
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For if there is an indivisible in space or body, there will also be one in the line ab (fig.
1). If there is one in the line ab, there will be indivisibles in it everywhere. Moreover,
every indivisible point can be understood as the indivisible boundary of a line. So let us
understand infinitely many lines parallel to each other, and perpendicular to ab, to be
drawn from ab to cd.5 Now no point can be assigned in the transverse line or diagonal
ad which does not fall on one of the infinitely many parallel lines extending
perpendicularly from ab. For, if this is possible, let there exist some such point g: then a
straight line gh may certainly be understood to be drawn from it perpendicular to ab.
But this line gh must necessarily be one of all the parallels extending perpendicularly
from ab. Therefore the point g falls —i.e. any assignable point will fall— on one of these
lines. Moreover, the same point cannot fall on several parallel lines, nor can one parallel
fall on several points. Therefore the line ad will have as many indivisible points as there
are parallel lines extending from ab, i.e. as many as there are indivisible points in the
line ab. Therefore there are as many indivisible points in ad as in ab. Let us assume in
ad a line ai equal to ab. Now since there are as many points in ai as in ab (since they are

98 equal), and as many in ab as in ad, as has been shown, there will be as many indivisible
points in ai as in ad. Therefore there will be no points in the difference between ai and
ad, namely in id, which is absurd.

There is no minimum or indivisible in time and motion.
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For let us suppose a space ad is traversed with a uniform motion in a time ab. Then
in half the time ae half the space af will be completed, and in a thousandth of the time, a
thousandth of the space, etc. Therefore in an indivisible of time, an indivisible of space
will be traversed, since time and space are divided proportionately. For let us suppose
that in a minimum of time the amount of space traversed is not a minimum: then in a
time however small, provided it is not a minimum, infinite divisible spaces would be
traversed, and in some perceptible time, an infinite space would be traversed. For the
ratio of an indivisible —if such a thing is understood to exist— to the divisible, or the
ratio of the minimum in the continuum to whatever is not a minimum, is that of the
finite to the infinite.

There is no maximum in things, or what is the same thing, the infinite number of all
unities is not one whole, but is comparable to nothing.6

For if the infinite number of all unities, or what is the same thing, the infinite
number of all numbers, is a whole, it will follow that one of its parts is equal to it; which
is absurd. I will show the force of this consequence as follows. The number of all square
numbers is a part of the number of all numbers: but any number is the root of some
square number, for if it is multiplied into itself, it makes a square number. But the same
number cannot be the root of different squares, nor can the same square have different
roots. Therefore there are as many numbers as there are square numbers, that is, the
number of numbers is equal to the number of squares, the whole to the part, which is
absurd.

Scholium. We therefore hold that two things are excluded from the realm of
intelligibles: minimum, and maximum; the indivisible, or what is entirely one, and
everything; what lacks parts, and what cannot be part of another.

There are in the continuum infinitely small things,7 that is, things infinitely smaller
than any given sensible thing.

Figure 2
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First I show this for the case of space as follows. Let there be a line ab, to be
traversed by some motion. Since some beginning of motion is intelligible in that line, so

also will be a beginning of the line traversed by this beginning of motion. Let
99 this beginning of the line be ac. But it is evident that dc can be cut off from it without

cutting off the beginning. And if ad is believed to be the beginning, from it again ed can
be cut off without cutting off the beginning, and so on to infinity. For even if my hand is
unable and my soul unwilling to pursue the division to infinity, it can nevertheless in
general be understood at once that everything that can be cut off without cutting off the
beginning does not involve the beginning. And since parts can be cut off to infinity (for
the continuum, as others have demonstrated, is divisible to infinity), it follows that the
beginning of the line, i.e. that which is traversed in the beginning of the motion, is
infinitely small.

The same thing may also be understood of angles of contact, which, if the bodies are
understood to be perfectly finished (which no one will deny to be possible in the nature
of things), will necessarily occur at a point.

A point is of a length, breadth and depth infinitely smaller than any that can be
sensed; a line is of a breadth and depth infinitely smaller than any that can be
sensed; a surface is of a depth infinitely smaller than any that can be sensed.

This follows from the premisses, since it has been shown that there are no
indivisibles, yet that there are infinitely small things. But I do not wish to define a point
as a line of length smaller than any given length, since a center should not be conceived
as a line, but as a figure smaller than any given figure, as, for example, the center of a
circle should be conceived as a circle smaller than any given circle, the parts of which
are angles.

There is one point smaller than another.
Thus the vertex of a larger angle is greater than the vertex of a smaller angle. And

the angle is the quantity of a point, namely of its center [i.e. its vertex]. For it is evident
that even if the lines are perpetually diminished, the angle still remains intact. Therefore
only lines infinitely smaller than any given sensible lines are required for an angle, and
the space intercepted by them is in the same way infinitely smaller than any sensible
space, and is consequently a point. Likewise, since one body moves faster than another,
it is necessary that the very beginnings of the motions by which a line infinitely smaller
than than any given sensible line is traversed, be unequal —i.e. that these lines be
unequal. But these lines are points.

One point can be infinitely smaller than another.

For an angle of contact is a point, and a rectilinear angle is a point, and yet any
rectilinear angle, however small, is greater than any angle of contact whatsoever.8

There is no space without body, and no body without motion.

This wonderful method of demonstration, unnoticed by anyone else, became clear to
me from a more intimate knowledge of indivisibles. For I shall show that if
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100 there is some space in the nature of things distinct from body, and if there is some body
distinct from motion, then indivisibles must be admitted. But this is absurd, and
contrary to what has been demonstrated. The consequence is proved as follows.
Suppose we understand a point as an infinitely small line, there being one such line
greater than others, and this line is thought of as designated in a space or body; and
suppose we seek the beginning of some body or of a certain space, i.e. its first part; and
suppose also that anything from which we may cut off something without cutting off
the beginning cannot be regarded as the beginning: with all this supposed, we shall
necessarily arrive at indivisibles in space and body. For that line, however infinitely
small it is, will not be the true beginning of body, since something can still be cut off
from it, namely the difference between it and another infinitely small line that is still
smaller; nor will this cease until it reaches a thing lacking a part, or one smaller than
which cannot be imagined, which kind of thing has been shown to be impossible. But if
a body is understood as that which moves,9 then its beginning will be defined as an
infinitely small line. For even if there exists another line smaller than it, the beginning of
its motion can nonetheless be taken to be simply something that is greater than the
beginning of some other slower motion. But the beginning of a body we define as the
beginning of motion itself, i.e. endeavour, since otherwise the beginning of the body
would turn out to be an indivisible. Hence it follows that there is no matter in body
distinct from motion, since it would necessarily contain indivisibles, so that there is
even less ground for a space distinct from matter. Hence we finally understand that for
a body to be is simply for it to move.

If there were no minds, all bodies would be nothing.

Since to be a body is to to move, it must be asked what it is to move. If it is to change
place, then what is place? isn't this determined by reference to bodies? If to move is to
be transferred from the vicinity of one body to another body, the question returns, what
is body? Thus body will be inexplicable, that is, impossible, unless motion can be
explained without body entering into its definition. It is no good saying that to move is
to change space, when we have concluded that there is no distinction between space
and body. So what in the end are body and motion really, if we are to avoid this circle?
What else, but being sensed by some mind.

For the existence of bodies, it is certain that some mind immune from body is
required, different from all the others we sense.
For it is clear that these minds we sense, such as anyone experiences in himself,

confer nothing towards the existence of things. For it is known from experience that
101 everything is not sensed any the less by others because I am absent, and the same is true

of every individual. Therefore this will also be the case in the aggregate of all things,
which combines them only by considering them together. On the other hand, it is clear
that that mind which is free from body, i.e. does not need a body in order to exist, must
exist per se. We derive other properties of this mind by means of other principles.

So look how many things we have accomplished in philosophy in how few lines! We
excluded indivisibles, i.e. minima, from nature, just as we also excluded maxima; then
we excluded space distinct from matter, and matter distinct from motion, from which
we had inferred indivisibles; finally we vindicated the necessity of minds, but from
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among minds, only God's. There are other things no less important that are deduced
from these same principles: the mode of thought, the immortality of the soul, and a
world in the small without penetration, not to speak of the propagation of minds by
minds; all of which are due to a knowledge of indivisibles.10

                                                  
1 LH XXXVII 4, leaves 45-46; 1 sheet in folio; 21/3 pages.
2 The Akademie editors note that the watermark is registered twice, for November and December
of 1672; they also note the thematical connection between this piece and two earlier pieces of the
same period, Certain Physical Propositions, and A Demonstration of Incorporeal Substances
(Aiii2 and 3), all three of which would have been written before Leibniz left for his first trip to
England in mid-January 1673. Also it was probably written after his notes on Galileo's Two New
Sciences (Aiii112), since one of the demonstrations is taken from the latter.
3 Leibniz’s identification here of indivisibles with minima represents a significant change from
the doctrine expounded in the Theory of Abstract Motion (Appendix 1c), where he had identified
them with the infinitely small parts of the continuum. For here, as there, he asserts that the
infinitely small parts do exist, but that minima do not.
4 Before deciding to treat minima in space and body separately from minima in time and motion,
Leibniz had originally begun this piece “|There is no minimum in the continuum.|”, and had
continued with the following second paragraph:

“|If there are no minima in time and space, then there will be none in motion and body
either: and consequently none in the universe. For I suppose that whatever is capable of
being greater or smaller, is comprised by space, time, body and motion. But if someone
doubts this position, he may formulate the proposition as follows: there is no minimum or
indivisible in the continuum. First of all |”

5 This is a classical argument against the composition of a line out of points on the basis of the
incommensurability of the side and diagonal of a square. Libert Froidmont, for example (see
Aiii60, n.12 below), gives a version of it in one of his arguments against the heretical opinions of
Epicurus, proving (to his own satisfaction, at any rate) that the diagonal is either equal to or
twice as long as the side, depending on whether there is a further point in the diagonal between
the points of intersection of two neighboring transverse lines (Labyrinthus de Compositione
Continui, ch. XII, pp. 43-44). But Leibniz's argument is more sophisticated, in that it does not
presuppose that the lines are composed of points; but it still presupposes that all the points in a
line are assignable, an assumption Galileo explicitly denies.
6 Compare with Leibniz's remark prompted by his reading of Galileo's Two New Sciences
(Aiii112 above): “the most infinite, i.e. all the numbers, is something that implies a
contradiction.” The demonstration which follows here is derived from Galileo's, which he
summarized in Aiii112, after describing it as “worth noting.”
7 It is noteworthy that now Leibniz does not claim that these infinitesimals are actual parts of the
continuum, as he had in the Theory of Abstract Motion. This perhaps represents another advance
in his understanding of the continuum; for his argument only demonstrates that there are such
things in the continuum, not that they compose it.
8 Cf. Proposition III.16 of Euclid's Elements: “the angle between a circle and a tangent is less
than every rectilineal angle.” This proposition is the topic of a fascinating discussion by S.K.
Thomason, “Euclidean Infinitesimals,” Pacific Philosophical Quarterly, 63 (1982): 168-185, in
which he defends the consistency of such curvilinear angles.
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9 This otherwise rather surprising suggestion that motion is essential to the definition of body is
consonant with Leibniz's reflections in Certain Physical Propositions written around July 1672.
There he argued that it follows from his principle that existere esse sentiri, “to exist is to be
sensed” (Cf. “On Primary Matter, Appx. 1d), that “for a body to exist, to be, to act on the senses,
it is necessary that it move or at least endeavour, since if everything were at rest, not even God
could distinguish it from nothing. Whence it can be understood that matter and motion, or rather
endeavour, are the same.” (Aiii2: 56). Cf. Leibniz's discussions in Aiii58, Aiv316 and Aiv277
below.
10 Concerning the mode of thought, Leibniz had deduced that “thought consists in endeavour, as
body consists in mind,” so that, since “endeavour in the mind is indestructible with respect to
degree of velocity,” it is impossible to cease to think (A II.i 173); the immortality of the soul
follows from the fact that “mind can no more be destroyed than a point” since “a point is
indivisible” (A II.i 113); the existence of tiny worlds within worlds to infinity follows from the
infinite divisibility of the continuum, (A VI.ii 241-2; Appx. 1b), and occurs without the
penetration of dimensions that the Stoics were accused of using to explain rarefaction and
condensation —see Andrew Pyle, Atomism and its Critics (Bristol: Thoemmes Press, 1997), pp.
127-8— an idea “which results from a false notion of matter” (Aiii2: 55); and, finally, the
propagation of minds by minds seems to refer to the production of new whirls in the collision of
existing whirls: at any rate, Leibniz had written that “A new mind can originate in a place of
rectilinear collision of the actions of all suns; certainly as a result of the actions of stars” (A VI.ii
285).


